
 

PARTY IN MY PANTS 
by Nina Kiriki Hoffman 

 

Our pants squirmed below the table, and I felt my control of the collective 
slipping. 

“Why do you want this job?” asked the single being across the table from me.   
She wore ocular lenses and had short hair.   I wondered about the shape I had 
taken as head.   I wore a bare face and no hair, a look I had meshed from studying 
many pix of humans.   She did not seem repelled by nor attracted to my look. 

We were in a room with squared edges and no access to outside.   The 
uncomfortable square furniture held both me and the interviewer in upright 
postures.   The table blocked us from touching each other.   My upper half was 
stable.   The four who had melded into the upper abdomen maintained contact with 
the two who had taken arm shapes, and with me. 

Why had we let Gleem be the connector between abdomen and legs?  Gleem was 
too young, and had a terrible sense of humor.   He was our sole connection to Asha 
and Marbi, who had never risen above the role of legs. 

“We desire an opportunity to prove that Vishi can be a useful, integrated part of 
Earth society,” I said.   Our left hand pinched our left hip, trying to remind Gleem to 
restore shape, but he had lost cohesion and reverted to multibranch.   The pants 
rippled below the table as Gleem tickled Asha and Marbi.   Marbi maintained leg 
shape, but Asha lost control and went multibranch, too, and then she and Gleem 
interwove. 

We had made our human suit from woven steel, entering that bondage in pursuit 
of our dream.   The pants held Gleem and Asha in, but there was no longer anything 
human-looking about our groin and left leg. 

“Vishi are already integrated in Earth society,” said the interviewer.   “Many of 
you have jobs in manufacturing.  ” 

“We have no face-to-face,” I said.  I felt our stomach bulge.  Gleem and Asha’s 
interlace had infected Feesha, whom I had thought better of. 

With Feesha involved, the pressure to surrender to the interlace multiplied.  The 
other parts of us flexed and shuddered.  Marbi lost it, and then Lixi and Hikhok, the 
chest and buttocks.  The arms, Stirky and Taknot, tried to maintain, but the sounds 
and scents of interlace, the rustling and small blurbs of joy and that exciting frish of 
part against part that sends up bursts of electric spray, each contact generating a 



different taste, all mixing—Stirky and Taknot, too, lost shape.  The hands melted 
into branchy bunches that curved back into the sleeves. 

I felt the pull myself, but I was the best head in the Vishi enclave, and I 
maintained.  At least the face. 

“What is happening to you?” the interviewer asked, in tones I knew were not 
pleased. 

“My apologies,” I said, my voice two octaves higher, as my whole body tested the 
strength of our steel suit.  By this time we were flopping on the floor, the lure of a 
multi-interlace too strong to resist.  “I am feeling a bit peculiar.” 

She covered her mouth with her hands and ran from the room. 

This was my third job interview.  I hate them.  They always end up this way. 

 


